


Almost 100 years ago,

KLUDI began manufacturing bathroom 
fi ttings using traditional methods 

of craftsmanship. Followed by high-quality,
reliable fi xtures of timeless design, this 

expertise formed the foundation of KLUDI. 
From the tradition as a faucet specialist, the

goal was created to combine the highest 
quality of use and perfect design in a unique

way. Thus the claim Water in Perfection
fi nds unmistakable expression in our products 

as well as in all services we provide for our 
customers. It inspires and drives 

our future activities.



PURE FUNCTION

Pure& 
Solid

Pure& 
Style

Pure& 
Easy

SMART, CLEAR AND 

DYNAMIC

Pared-down design for modern bathroom styles;  

also available in fashionable white

Dynamic inclination for a fresh and light character

Versatile with EcoPlus, Care and low pressure fittings

Modern, durable K36 cartridge

ROBUST, CONSTANT AND  

CONSISTENT

Classic, timeless design harmonises elegantly  

with all styles in the bathroom setting

Sturdy character displays high quality and  

functional safety

Versatile due to single lever basin mixers with  

side operation, three-hole and four-hole fittings

Modern, durable K36 cartridge

ELEGANT, LINEAR AND  

CONVENIENT

Gentle curves and clear lines are particularly suited  

to modern interior design styles; also available in  

matt black

Winner of the Red Dot Product Design Awards 2018  

for design, functionality and quality

Versatile with a single lever mixer for washbowls and 

single lever washbasin mixer in different spout heights

Modern, durable K36 cartridge

From our tradition as a faucet specialist,  
the goal was created to provide you with  
a simple, solution-orientated range that  
allows you to work efficiently. The Pure  
Function concept does this with just three  
fitting lines to suit practically every style  
of interior design. They are combined  
with first-class KLUDI brand quality and  
excellent value for money.
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With Pure Function you serve 

the entire market with just three 

product lines: 

The entire 
volume market
is covered by 
Pure Function

PURE&SOLID

Multi-storey buildings

Tenants, home owners, 

businesses

30 %
PURE&STYLE

High-end 

multi-storey buildings

High percentage of 

home owners

20%
PURE&EASY

Multi-storey buildings

High percentage of tenants

50 %

All you need
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In keeping with the concept idea 

‘All you need’, Pure Function com-

bines three fi tting lines that cover 

the basic needs of the market.

All three styles are synonymous 

with trend-focused design, fi rst-

class brand quality and excellent 

value for money.

80–110 m22

 110 m22

Pure&Solid

Pure&Style

Smart
Clear
Dynamic

PURE&EASY

Robust
Constant
Consistent

PURE&SOLID

Elegant
Linear
Convenient

PURE&STYLE

 80 m22

Pure&Easy

You are guaranteed to 
fi nd precisely the right 
line of fi ttings to suit 
every project and every 
market.

With the three 
Pure Function lines 
you fully cover 2/3 
of the entire market.

1/3 
DESIGN & 

STYLE 2/3
FUNCTIONAL

ASPECTS

A look at the bathroom fi ttings market shows: 

The largest market segment is construction, 

where functionality and value for money are 

the top priority, e.g., when building apartment 

blocks or in subsidised housing.

Functional considerations determine 

two thirds of most buying decisions when 

it comes to fi ttings. 

PURE FUNCTIONAll you needPURE FUNCTION
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All you need –  
Our clients
are convinced

CHRISTIAN SCHMIDT

“For more than 20 years, KLUDI has been our out - 

  fitter for all the bathrooms in our turnkey houses.  

We appreciate the quality of the products and  

services as well as the proximity to customers  

and the cooperative interaction practised in the  

mid-sized, family-owned company. 

 

In 2020, we used KLUDI fittings in around 500  

projects. And that’s because our customers chose 

these products. Above all they were won over by the 

perfect symbiosis of price, performance and design 

of the Pure Function range, so much so that when  

it came to providing samples for our customers,  

little explanation or discussion was required. The 

three Pure Function lines speak for themselves, thus 

making it easier for us to advise our customers.”

ERIK POOLEN

“Every year we build or renovate around 25 bath-

rooms in our region. We equip them all with KLUDI 

fittings, as I myself am impressed by their ‘Made in 

Germany’ quality. Furthermore, the informal contact 

with KLUDI creates trust: Communication channels 

are direct, and I am taken seriously and included as 

a specialist partner.

In half of our bathrooms, we install fittings from the 

Pure Function range. Together with the replacement  

business I sell a good 150 Pure Function fittings per 

year. The three lines are particularly popular in rent-

al accommodation due to their quality and reliable 

functionality. With all three lines, I can perfectly 

cover all customer requirements: Pure&Easy is the 

right choice when the price is the deciding factor 

while Pure&Solid appeals most to young families, and 

customers who appreciate design prefer Pure&Style. 

Furthermore, the margin is right, particularly with 

the attractive promotion packages.”

CHRISTIAN SCHMIDT  

Head of Department of Building Services and  

Sampling for Heinz von Heiden GmbH  

Massivhäuser

ERIK POOLEN

Master installer and  

owner of the HVAC  

trade business Erik Poolen

»
Perfect symbiosis  

of price, performance 
and design

«

»
All customer  

requirements are  
perfectly covered by  

just three lines
«
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KLUDI values
Quality from the
fittings specialist

WORKMANSHIP

DURABLE BRAND QUALITY

From product development and in-house tool con - 

struction all the way to the final assembly by hand, 

the quality management and quality assurance teams 

work closely with all employees to ensure that our  

fittings and showers meet the strictest finishing, func-

tionality and durability demands. Regularly certified 

and audited processes help keep the complaint rate  

as low as possible.

HEART

THE HIGH-QUALITY KLUDI CARTRIDGE 

The high-quality KLUDI cartridge is the heart of our 

fittings. Hidden beneath the surface, it guarantees 

utmost usability, which is based on decades of  

expertise: an especially quiet, perfect flow and a  

long service life. 

ATTENTION TO DETAIL

THE ART OF FUNCTION LIES IN THE DETAILS

The ideal operation of a fitting is neither too loose  

nor too firm; adjustment is particularly effortless 

thanks to the optimal interaction of the lever and the 

cartridge, which slide smoothly into the open position. 

Wonderful comfort and convenience that you can 

enjoy every day.

QUALITY

MADE IN GERMANY

5-YEAR

MANUFACTURER’S  

GUARANTEE

10-YEAR

AVAILABILITY GUARANTEE

FOR SPARE PARTS

BRILLIANT

EXCELLENT HIGH-QUALITY CHROME

High-precision finishing and careful hand polishing 

are the basis for the long-lasting gloss and flawless 

surfaces of all KLUDI fittings. Our high-quality chrome 

plating protects the fitting and makes it resistant to 

corrosion and other external influences. It also ensures 

surface hygiene and makes it easy to clean.

FREEDOM

VARIETY FOR MORE FLEXIBILITY

Everything you need. With its enormous variety 

in spout heights and sizes KLUDI ensures that the  

perfect solution can be implemented in every bath-

room. The space-saving technology of the concealed 

and surface-mounted fittings enables particularly 

space-saving installation. 
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FLEXX.BOXX
The universal concealed module

Give your customers 
maximum flexibility by 
allowing them to make 
last-minute choices.

The FLEXX.BOXX lives up to its name. It provides the 

utmost flexibility of use, serving as a concealed unit 

for any application, be it a thermostat or a single  

lever mixer. If you prefer, you can wait until the last 

minute to choose the most suitable KLUDI fitting for 

your needs, because the functional unit is delivered 

fully assembled.

RING-SHAPED  

CENTRAL FOLD

Adapts to uneven walls

PRACTICAL  

INSTALLATION PIPE

Reinforces the elastomer 

cover during the installation 

phase and enables you to 

use a spirit level

UNIVERSAL  

FASTENERS

For concealed,  

surface-mounted or  

external installation

FLEXIBLE  

WALL MOUNTING

Can be attached to  

uneven surfaces

INSTALLATION DEPTH

The arrow marked on the 

elastomer cover indicates 

the ideal installation depth

INTELLIGENT  

SEALING SYSTEM

Protection against condensation 

and surge water

BENEFITS FOR YOU

For all applications one single concealed 

box – for both thermostat and single lever 

mixers

Subsequent selection of a trim set after 

installation and the option of swapping a 

classic fitting for a thermostat

Fully assembled functional unit simplifies 

and accelerates the installation process

One-piece design The elastomer cover  

and the water-bearing elements create a 

single unit

Maximum sound insulation The elastomer 

cover minimises noise transmission

Protection against dripping and moisture

New! In 2021, you can also get the  

FLEXX.BOXX with the new KLUDI PUSH 

concealed, single lever mixer range

Certified expertise KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX ful-

fils the following guidelines and regulations:
_ DIN 1988 Standardised rinsing 
_ DIN EN 1717 Drinking water protection 
_  DIN 4109 Sound insulation in  

high-rise buildings 
_ DIN 18534 Interior waterproofing

COVER WITH  

ORIGINAL KLUDI SEAL

Contamination and gasket  

surfaces are protected

ELASTOMER COVER

Flexible and watertight  

with sealing collar

EXTERNAL  

DN 20 CONNECTION

Ideal for connecting to all 

conventional and modern 

piping systems



Smart
Clear
Dynamic

KLUDI Pure&Easy represents a clear-cut design that 

can be seamlessly integrated into modern bathroom 

styles. The dynamic angle of the fitting lends the 

design a fresh and light character. With the “EcoPlus” 

single lever washbasin mixer, KLUDI Pure&Easy offers 

an especially efficient solution for water and energy 

conservation. When the lever is in the middle position,  

the water is always cold, unlike with conventional  

fittings. An innovative technology in the KLUDI Eco 

aerators reduces water flow of the the single lever  

washbasin mixer by 50 %.

PURE FUNCTION Pure&Easy
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Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

370289165

For trend-conscious bathroom  

planning, Pure&Easy is also available 

with a white surface.

With an ideal range of options that take 
various scenarios into consideration, 
Pure&Easy makes bathroom planning easy.

Concealed single lever 

shower mixer

376550565

Single lever bath and  

shower mixer DN 15

376810565

The minimal space requirements 

of the concealed and surface- 

mounted fittings mean more 

space, even in small showers  

and bathtubs.
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WASHBASIN

Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

373870565 chrome

· without pop-up waste

Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

373850565 chrome

· spout height lower edge=60 mm

· with pop-up waste made of metal

372850565 chrome

· with pop-up waste made of plastic

Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

373820565 chrome

373829165 white/chrome

· spout height lower edge=70 mm

· with pop-up waste made of metal

372820565 chrome

· with pop-up waste made of plastic

Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

370280565 chrome

370289165 white/chrome

· spout height lower edge=70 mm

· without pop-up waste

Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

372760565 chrome

· spout height lower edge=70 mm

· for use with displacement heaters

· with pop-up waste made of metal

372750565 chrome

· without pop-up waste

Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

372890565 chrome

· spout height lower edge=70 mm

· cold water in centre position

· with pop-up waste made of metal

Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

372840565 chrome

· spout height lower edge=70 mm

· public lever arm 120 mm

· with pop-up waste made of metal

Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

372870565 chrome

· spout height lower edge=70 mm

· clinic lever 180 mm

· with pop-up waste made of metal

MODELS Pure&Easy

Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

372900565 chrome

372909165 white/chrome

· spout height lower edge=100 mm

· with pop-up waste made of metal

371900565 chrome

· with pop-up waste made of plastic

Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

372920565 chrome

372929165 white/chrome

· spout height lower edge=100 mm

· without pop-up waste

372590565 chrome

· with lateral hand shower

BIDET

BATH

Single lever shower mixer DN 15

378410565 chrome

378419165 white/chrome

Concealed single lever bath and 

shower mixer

376590565 chrome

·  PUSH concealed valve 

with functional unit

376630565 chrome

· protected against backfl ow

available from November 2021

Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

370230565 chrome

· with pop-up waste made of metal

370240565 chrome

· without pop-up waste

Single lever bath and

shower mixer DN 15

376810565 chrome

376819165 white/chrome

Concealed single lever shower mixer

376550565 chrome

·  concealed valve with functional 

unit

Required accessories:

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX 88011

·  concealed unit DN 20

Single lever bidet mixer DN 15

375330565 chrome

375339165 white/chrome

· with pop-up waste made of metal

Single lever bath and

shower mixer DN 15

375920565 chrome

· dimension 45 mm

· with hand shower

375910565 chrome

· without hand shower

Concealed single lever bath and 

shower mixer

376500565 chrome

·  concealed valve with functional 

unit

Required accessories:

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX 88011

·  concealed unit DN 20

SHOWER
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Robust
Constant
Consistent

Ergonomically thought out, KLUDI Pure&Solid is  

a fine example of reliable manufacturing quality. 

Every fitting is a quality workpiece, for a visual and 

materially sophisticated experience which you can 

enjoy for many years to come. The perfect balance 

between the clear and minimalist aesthetics and 

soft curves harmonises perfectly with modern and 

classic interior styles.
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Three-hole washbasin mixer DN 15

343940575

Its sturdy character embodies the high  

manufacturing quality of the three-hole fitting.

Robust quality for your next bathroom  
design – the premium character of 
Pure&Solid conveys the functional reliability 
expected by many customers.

Concealed single lever shower mixer

346550575

The elegant, downward facing handle 

gives the Pure&Solid range a natural 

touch that perfectly unites classic, 

timeless bathroom design.

Single lever bath and  

shower mixer DN 15

346810575

Full of character: The narrow, 

curved shape of the fitting  

creates an elegant unit with  

the flat rosettes.
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Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

343820575 chrome

 · spout height lower edge=75 mm

 · with pop-up waste made of metal

340280575 chrome

 · without pop-up waste

Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

342900575 chrome

 · spout height lower edge=100 mm

 · with pop-up waste made of metal

342920575 chrome

 · without pop-up waste

Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

343850575 chrome

 · spout height lower edge=60 mm

 · with pop-up waste made of metal

Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

342760575 chrome

 · spout height lower edge=75 mm

 · for use with displacement heaters

 · with pop-up waste made of metal

Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

340250575 chrome

 · with pop-up waste made of metal

340240575 chrome

 · without pop-up waste

Three-hole washbasin mixer DN 15

343940575 chrome

 · raised spout

 · with pop-up waste made of metal

WASHBASIN

MODELS Pure&Solid

BIDET BATH

Single lever bidet mixer DN 15

342160575 chrome

 · with pop-up waste made of metal

342170575 chrome

 · without pop-up waste

Single lever bath and 

shower mixer DN 15

346810575 chrome

Concealed single lever bath and 

shower mixer

346500575 chrome

 ·  concealed valve with functional 

unit

Required accessories:

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX 88011

 · concealed unit DN 20

BATH

Single lever bath and 

shower mixer DN 15

344230575 chrome

 ·  for four-hole tile rim mounting

 · projection=220 mm

Required accessories:

mounting plate 7614846-00

 · Installation set for four-hole fittings

KLUDI ROTEXA 7878205-00

 · Bath rim assembly kit

SHOWER

Concealed single lever shower mixer

346550575 chrome

 ·  concealed valve with functional 

unit

Required accessories:

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX 88011

 · concealed unit DN 20

Single lever shower mixer DN 15

348410575 chrome

Concealed single lever bath and 

shower mixer

346570575 chrome

 ·  concealed valve with functional 

unit

 · protected against backflow

Required accessories:

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX 88011

 · concealed unit DN 20

Concealed single lever bath and 

shower mixer

346590575 chrome

 ·  PUSH concealed valve with  

functional unit

346630575 chrome

 · protected against backflow

available from November 2021
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Elegant
Linear
Convenient

KLUDI Pure&Style combines the highest design  

standards with excellent functional properties that 

guarantee KLUDI’s unique ease of use. This elegant 

fitting line blends in well with stylish interiors.  

Presented with the Red Dot Design Award 2018,  

KLUDI Pure&Style is the best proof that having a 

sense of style is not a matter of budget.
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Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

400253975

A wide range of options means  

we can find the right fitting for  

any bathroom setting.

KLUDI Pure&Style blends in with both 
round and angular shapes in bathroom 
settings. That makes it even easier  
to plan any bathroom design project.

Concealed single lever 

shower mixer

406550575

The Pure&Style concealed  

fittings provide an exclusive  

shower experience in both  

private and commercial projects.

Single lever bath and  

shower mixer DN 15

406810575

Eye-catching elegance – a stylish 

bathtub solution, whose design 

is perfectly coordinated with the 

prize-winning washbasin fitting.
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Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

403820575 chrome

403823975 matt black

 · spout height lower edge=75 mm

 · with pop-up waste made of metal

400280575 chrome

400283975 matt black

 · without pop-up waste

Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

 403850575 chrome

 · spout height lower edge=60 mm

 · with pop-up waste made of metal

Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

402900575 chrome

402903975 matt black

 · spout height lower edge=100 mm

 · with pop-up waste made of metal

402920575 chrome

402923975 matt black

 · without pop-up waste

Waschschüssel-Einhandmischer DN 15

402960575 chrome

402963975 matt black

 · spout height lower edge=215 mm

WASHBASIN

MODELS Pure&Style

BIDET

Single lever washbasin mixer DN 15

400250575 chrome

400253975 matt black

 · with pop-up waste made of metal

400240575 chrome

 · without pop-up waste

Single lever bidet mixer DN 15

402160575 chrome

 · with pop-up waste made of metal

BATH

Concealed single lever bath and 

shower mixer

406500575 chrome

406503975 matt black

 ·  concealed valve with functional 

unit

Required accessories:

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX 88011

 · concealed unit DN 20

Single lever bath and 

shower mixer DN 15

406810575 chrome

406813975 matt black

Concealed single lever bath and 

shower mixer

406570575 chrome

 · concealed valve with functional 

unit

 · protected against backflow

Required accessories:

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX 88011

 · concealed unit DN 20

SHOWER

concealed single lever shower mixer

406550575 chrome

406553975 matt black

 ·  concealed valve with functional 

unit

Required accessories:

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX 88011

 · concealed unit DN 20

Single lever shower mixer DN 15

408410575 chrome

408413975 matt black

Concealed single lever bath and 

shower mixer

406590575 chrome

 ·  PUSH concealed valve with  

functional unit

406630575 chrome

 · protected against backflow

available from November 2021
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99202642103

Eco

s-pointer

Low pressure

EcoPlus

LEGEND Models

Kludi GmbH & Co. KG

P.O. Box 25 60 · 58685 Menden

Am Vogelsang 31–33 · 58706 Menden

Germany

T +49 2373 904-193

F +49 2373 904-540

E international-sales@kludi.com

© 2021 Kludi GmbH & Co. KG, Menden (Germany)

All rights reserved. Subject to technical changes. Reproduction, copying and translations shall only be 

permitted with our express written approval. Printed in Germany.

Saves at least 40 % water.

Fitting suitable for under-counter water heaters.

Cold water in central position

Angle of water fl ow can be adjusted to fi t 

different shaped basins.




